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Abstract 
Molodstov[10] introduced soft set theory as a new mathematical approach for solving problems having 
uncertainties. Many researchers worked on the findings of structures of soft set theory and applied to many 
problems having uncertainties. Recently, Bin Chen [3-4] introduced and explored the properties of soft 
semi-open sets and soft-semi-closed sets in soft topological spaces. In this paper we continue to investigate 
the properties of soft semi-open and soft semi-closed sets in soft topological spaces. We define soft 
semi-exterior, soft semi-boundary, soft semi-open neighbourhood and soft semi-open neighbourhood 
systems in soft topological spaces. Moreover we discuss the characterizations and properties of soft 
semi-interior, soft semi-exterior, soft semi-closure and soft semi-boundary. We also develop the relationship 
between soft semi-clopen sets and soft semi-boundary. The addition of this topic in literature will 
strengthen the theoretical base for further applications of soft topology in decision analysis and information 
systems. 
Keywords: Soft sets, Soft topology, Soft semi-open sets, Soft semi-closed sets, Soft semi-interior, Soft 
semi-exterior, Soft semi-boundary, Soft semi-nbd, Soft semi-nbd systems. 
1. Introduction 
In 1999, Molodtsov [10] introduced soft sets theory as a new general mathematical approach to deal with 
uncertainties and unclear defined objects. In [11], they applied successfully this approach for modelling the 
problems in engineering physics, computer science, economics, social sciences and medical sciences in 
directions such as, smoothness of functions, game theory, operations research, Riemann-integration, Perron 
integration, probability and theory of measurement. 
In soft systems a very general frame work has been provided with the involvement of parameters. 
Therefore the researches work on soft set theory and its applications in various disciplines and real life 
problem are now catching momentum. Maji et. al [8] defined and studied several basic notions of soft set 
theory and discussed in detail the application of soft set theory in decision making problems [9]. Xiao et. al 
[15] and Pei et. al [13] studied the relationship between soft sets and information systems. Kostek [6] 
presented the criteria to measure sound quality using approach of soft sets. Mushrif et. al [12] used the 
notions of soft set theory to develops the remarkable method for the classification of natural textures. Many 
researchers contributed towards the algebraic structures of soft set theory. 
In 2011, Shabir and Naz [14] initiated the study of soft topological spaces and defined basic notions 
of soft topological spaces. After that, Hussain et. al [5] [1], Aygunoglu et.al [2], Zoultrana et. al [16] added 
many notions and concepts towards the properties of soft topological spaces. Recently in 2013, Bin Chen 
[3-4] introduced and explored the properties of soft semi-open sets and soft-semi-closed sets in soft 
topological spaces. 
In this paper we continue to investigate the properties of soft semi-open sets and soft semi-closed 
sets in soft topological spaces. We define soft semi-exterior, soft semi-boundary, soft semi-open 
neighborhood and soft semi-open neighborhood systems in soft topological spaces. Moreover we discuss the 
characterizations and properties of soft semi-interior, soft semi-exterior, soft semi-closure and soft 
semi-boundary in soft topological spaces. 
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2. Preliminaries 
First we recall some definitions and results defined and discussed in [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 16], which 
will use in the sequel. 
Definition 2.1. Let X  be an initial universe and E  be a set of parameters. Let )(XP  denotes the power 
set of X  and A  be a non-empty subset of E . A pair ),( AF  is called a soft set over X  , where F  is 
a mapping given by )(: XPAF  . In other words, a soft set over X  is a parameterized family of 
subsets of the universe X  . For Ae , )(eF  may be considered as the set of e -approximate elements 
of the soft set ),( AF . Clearly, a soft set is not a set. 
Definition 2.2. For two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe X  , we say that ),( AF  
is a soft subset of ),( BG  if 
(1) BA  and 
 (2) for all Ae , )(eF  and )(eG  are identical approximations. We write ),(~),( BGAF  . 
),( AF  is said to be a soft super set of ),( BG , if ),( BG  is a soft subset of ),( AF . We denote it by 
),(~),( BGAF  . 
Definition 2.3. Two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe X  are said to be soft equal, 
if ),( AF  is a soft subset of ),( BG  and ),( BG  is a soft subset of ),( AF . 
Definition 2.4. The union of two soft sets of ),( AF  and ),( BG  over the common universe X  is the 
soft set ),( CH , where BAC =  and for all Ce , 
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We write ),(=),(~),( CHBGAF  . 
Definition 2.5. The intersection ),( CH  of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe 
X  , denoted ),(~),( BGAF  , is defined as BAC = , and ),(~)(=)( eGeFeH   for all Ce . 
Definition 2.6. The difference ),( EH  of two soft sets ),( EF  and ),( EG  over X , denoted by 
),(\
~
),( EGEF , is defined as ),(\)(=)( eGeFeH  for all Ee . 
Definition 2.7. Let ),( EF  be a soft set over X  and Y  be a non-empty subset of X . Then the sub soft 
set of ),( EF  over Y  denoted by ),( EYF , is defined as follows: )(
~=)(  FYFY  , for all E
. In other words ),(~
~
=),( EFYEYF  . 
Definition 2.8. The relative complement of a soft set ),( AF  is denoted by 
'
AF ),(  and is defined by 
),(=),( AFAF
''
 where )(: UPAF
'
  is a mapping given by )(\=)(  FUF
'
 , for all 
A . 
Definition 2.9. Let Xx , then ),( Ex  denotes the soft set over X  for which }{=)( xx  , for all 
E . 
Definition 2.10. Let ),( EF  be a soft set over X  and Y  be a non-empty subset of X . Then the sub 
soft set of ),( EF  over Y  denoted by ),( EYF , is defined as follows: )(=)(  FYFY  , for all 
E . In other words ),(
~
=),( EFYEYF  . 
Definition 2.11. Let ),( EF  be a soft set over X  and Xx . We say that ),( EFx  read as x  
belongs to the soft set ),( EF , whenever )(Fx , for all E . Note that Xx , ),( EFx , if 
)(Fx  for some E . 
Definition 2.12. Let   be the collection of soft sets over X , then   is said to be a soft topology on X  
if 
(1)   , X
~
 belong to  . 
(2) the union of any number of soft sets in   belongs to  . 
(3) the intersection of any two soft sets in   belongs to  . 
The triplet ),,( EX   is called a soft topological space over X . 
Definition 2.13. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  then soft interior of soft set ),( EF  
over X  is denoted by 
),( EF  and is defined as the union of all soft open sets contained in ),( EF . 
Thus 
),( EF  is the largest soft open set contained in ),( EF . A soft set ),( EF  over X  is said to be a 
soft closed set in X , if its relative complement 
'
EF ),(  belongs to  . 
Definition 2.14. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),( EF  be a soft set over X . 
Then the soft closure of ),( EF , denoted by ),( EF  is the intersection of all soft closed super sets of 
),( EF . Clearly ),( EF  is the smallest soft closed set over X which contains ),( EF . 
Definition 2.15. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),( EF  be a soft set over X . 
Then ),( EF  is called soft semi-open set if and only if there exists a soft open set ),( EG  such that 
),(~),(~),( EFEFEG  . The set of all soft semi-open sets is denoted by )(.. XOSS . Note that every 
soft open set is soft semi-open set. 
A sot set ),( EF  is said to be soft semi-closed if its relative complement is soft semi-open . Equivalently 
there exists a soft closed set ),( EG  such that ),(~),(~),( EGEFEG  .  Note that every soft closed 
set is soft semi-closed set. 
Definition 2.16. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X . 
(i) soft semi-interior of soft set ),( EF  over X  is denoted by ),( EFint
s
 and is defined as the union of 
all soft semi-open sets contained in ),( EF . 
(ii)soft closure of ),( EF  over X  is denoted by ),( EFcl s  is the intersection of all soft semi-closed 
super sets of ),( EF . 
 
3. Properties of soft semi-open sets and soft semi-closed sets 
Hereafter, we will denote the soft semi-interior, soft semi-exterior, soft semi-closure and soft 
semi-boundary as 
sint , sext , scl  and sbd  respectively. 
Definition 3.1. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X , ),( EG  be a soft set over X  and 
Xx . Then x  is said to be a soft semi-interior point of ),( EG , if there exists a soft semi-open set 
),( EF  such that ),(~),( EGEFx  . 
Definition 3.2. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X , ),( EG  be a soft set over X  and 
Xx . Then ),( EG  is said to be a soft semi-neighborhood of x , if there exists a soft semi-open set 
),( EF  such that ),(~),( EGEFx  . 
Proposition 3.3. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X . For any soft semi-open set ),( EF  
over X , ),( EF  is a soft semi-neighborhood of each point of )(

F
E  . 
Proof. The proof directly follows form the definition of soft semi-neighborhood. 
Proposition 3.4. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X. Then 
(1) each Xx  has a soft semi-neighborhood; 
(2) if ),( EF  and ),( EG  are soft semi-neighborhoods of some Xx , then ),(),( EGEF   is also 
a soft semi-neighborhood of x . 
(3) if ),( EF  is a soft semi-neighborhood of Xx  and ),(~),( EGEF  , then ),( EG  is also a soft 
semi-neighborhood of Xx . 
Proof. The proof is easy and thus omitted. 
 
In [3], we have the following properties of soft semi-interior: 
Theorem 3.5. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),( EF  and ),( EG  are soft sets 
over X . Then 
(1)  =sint  and XXint
s ~=
~
. 
(2) ),(~),( EFEFint s  . 
(3) ),(=)),((( EFEFintint ss  
(4) ),( EF  is a soft semi-open set if and only if ),(=),( EFEFint s  
(5) ),(~),( EGEF   implies ),(~),( EGintEFint ss   
(6) )),(),((~),(),( EGEFintEGintEFint sss  . 
 
Now we prove the following: 
Theorem 3.6. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),( EF  and ),( EG  are soft sets 
over X . Then 
)),(),((=),(),( EGEFintEGintEFint sss   
 Proof. Using (5) of above theorem, we have ),(~)),(),(( EFEGEF  , 
),(~)),(),(( EGEGEF   implies ),(~)),(),(( EFintEGEFint ss  , 
),(~)),(),(( EGintEGEFint ss   so that ),(),(~)),(),(( EGintEFintEGEFint sss  . 
Also, since ),(~),( EFEFint s   and ),(~),( EGEGint s   implies 
)),(),((~),(),( EGEFEGintEFint ss   so that ),(),( EGintEFint ss   is a soft semi-open 
subset of )),(),(( EGEF  . Hence )),(),((~),(),( EGEFintEGintEFint sss  . Thus 
)),(),((=),(),( EGEFintEGintEFint sss  . 
Definition 3.7.  Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  then soft semi-exterior of soft set 
),( EF  over X  is denoted by ),( EFext s  and is defined as )),((=),( 'EFintEFext ss .  
Thus x  is called a soft semi-exterior point of ),( EF  if there exists a soft semi-open set ),( EG  such 
that 
'),(~),( EFEGx  . We observe that ),( EFext s  is the largest soft semi-open set contained in 
'),( EF . 
Example 3.8.  Let },,{= 321 hhhX  , },{= 21 eeE  and 
)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(,
~
,{= 7654321 EGEGEGEGEGEGEGX  
where ),( 1 EG , ),( 2 EG , ),( 3 EG , ),( 4 EG  , ),( 5 EG , ),( 6 EG  and ),( 7 EG  are soft sets over 
X , defined as follows: 
},{=)( 2111 hheG , },{=)( 2121 hheG , 
}{=)( 212 heG , },{=)( 3122 hheG , 
},{=)( 3213 hheG , }{=)( 123 heG , 
}{=)( 214 heG , }{=)( 124 heG , 
},{=)( 2115 hheG , XeG =)( 25 , 
XeG =)( 16 , },{=)( 2126 hheG , 
},{=)( 3217 hheG , },{=)( 3127 hheG . 
Then   defines a soft topology on X  and hence ),,( EX   is a soft topological space over X . Let us 
take }}{},{{=),( 31 hhEF  be soft set of soft topological space X . Then 
}},{},,{{=),( 2132
' hhhhEF  and so, }},{},,{{=)),((=),( 2132
' hhhhEFintEFext ss , since 
}},{},,{{=),( 2132 hhhhEG  is soft semi-open set.  
 
The proof of the following theorem directly follows from definition of soft semi-exterior: 
Theorem 3.9. Let ),( EF  be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then  
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The following example shows that the equality does not holds in Theorem 3.9(3). 
Example 3.10. In Example 3.8, let us take e }}{},{{=),( 33 hhEF , }},{},,{{=),( 2121 hhhhEG . 
Now 
)}}),{{},,{{}}{},(({{=))),(),(((=)),(),(( '212133
' hhhhhhintEGEFintEGEFext sss 
.)(=))((=
~~
'
~
XXintint ss   
Also }},{},,{{=}},{},,{{=)),((=),( 21212121
' hhhhhhhhintEFintEFext sss  
and 
~
=}}{},{{=)}},{},,({{=)),((=),( 33
'
2121
' hhinthhhhintEGintEGext ssss . Thus 
}},{},,{{=),(),( 2121 hhhhEGextEFext
ss  . 
Definition 3.11. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  then soft semi-boundary of soft set 
),( EF  over X  is denoted by ),( EFbd
s
 and is defined as                   
                             
')),(),((=),( EFextEFintEFbd sss  . 
Remark 3.12. From the above definition it follows directly that the soft sets ),( EF  and 
'),( EF  have 
same soft semi-boundary. 
Theorem 3.13.  Let ),( EF  be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:  
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Remark 3.14. By (2) of above Theorem 3.13, it is clear that 
(i) ),( EFbd s  is a smallest soft semi-closed set over X  containing ),( EF  
(ii) 
'),(=),( EFbdEFbd ss . 
Theorem 3.15. Let ),( EF  be soft set of soft topological space over X. Then: 
(1) ),( EF  is soft semi-open set over X  if and only if  =),(),( EFbdEF s . 
(2) ),( EF  is soft semi-closed set over X  if and only if ),(~),( EFEFbd
s  . 
Proof. (1). Let ),( EF  be a soft semi-open set over X . Then ),(=),( EFEFint
s
 implies  
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
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Conversely, let  =),(),( EFbdEF s . Then  =)),((),(),( 'EFclEFclEF ss  or 
 =)),((),( 'EFclEF s  or '' ),(~)),(( EFEFcl s  , which implies '),( EF  is soft semi-closed 
and hence ),( EF  is soft semi-open set. 
(2). Let ),( EE  be soft semi-closed set over X . Then ),(=),( EFEFcl
s
. Now 
),(=),(~)),((),(=),( ' EFEFclEFclEFclEFbd ssss  . That is, ),(~),( EFEFbd s  . 
Conversely, ),(~),( EFEFbd s  . Then  =),(),( 'EFEFbd s . Since 
=)),((=),( 'EFbdEFbd ss , we have  =),()),(( '' EFEFbd s . By (1), '),( EF  is soft 
semi-open and hence ),( EF  is soft semi-closed. 
Theorem 3.16.  Let ),( EF  be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following hold:  
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Proof. (1) follows form Theorem 3.13(2) and (2) follows directly by the definition of the soft boundary. 
Theorem 3.17.  Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be soft sets of soft topological space over X. Then the following 
hold:  
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Theorem 3.18. Let ),( EF  be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then the following holds:  
 )),((=))),((( EFbdbdEFbdbdbd sssss .  
Proof.  
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Where )))),((((=),( 'EFbdclclEG sss . From (1) and (2), we have 
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)),((=))),((( EFbdbdXEFbdbdEFbdbdbd sssssss  . 
Theorem 3.19. Let ),( EF  and ),( EG  be a soft open sets of soft topological space over X. Then the 
following hold:  
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Theorem 3.20. Let ),( EF  be a soft set of soft topological space over X. Then =),( EFbd s  if and 
only if ),( EF  is a soft semi-closed set and a soft semi-open set. 
Proof. Suppose that =),( EFbd s . 
 (i) First we prove that ),( EF  is a soft semi-closed set. Consider 
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This implies that ),( EF  is a soft semi-closed set. 
(ii) Using (i), we now prove that ),( EF  is a soft semi-open set. =),( EFbd s    
)),((),( 'EFclEFcl ss   or  =)),((),( 'EFintEF s    ),(~),( EFintEF s    
).,(=),( EFEFint s  This implies that ),( EF  is a soft semi-open set. 
Conversely, suppose that ),( EF  is soft semi-open and soft semi-closed set. Then  
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This completes the proof. 
Definition 3.21. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),( EFx . If there is a soft 
semi-open set ),( EG  such that ),( EGx , then ),( EG  is called a soft semi-open neighborhood (or 
soft semi-open nbd) of x . The set of all soft semi-open nbds of x  , denoted )(~ xbdn s , is called the soft 
semi-open nbd systems of x ; that is, 
)},(:)(..),(:),{(=)(             EGxXOSSEGEGxnbd s  . 
 
The following theorem gives important properties of soft semi-open nbd system: 
Proposition 3.22. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and ),(~),(),,( EFEHEG  . 
Then the collection of soft semi-open nbd )(~ xbdn s  at x  in ),,( EX   has the following properties: 
(1) If )(~),( xbdnEG s , then ),( EGx . 
(2) If )(~),(),,( xbdnEHEG s , then )(~),(~),( xbdnEHEG s . 
(3) If )(~),( xbdnEG s  and ),(~),( EHEG  , then )(~),( xbdnEH s . 
(4) If )(~),( xbdnEG s , then there is an )(~),( xbdnEH s  such that )(~),( ybdnEG s , for each 
),( EHy . 
(5) ),(~),( EFEG   is soft open if and only if ),( EG  contains a soft semi-open nbd of each of its 
points. 
Proof. (1) is obvious, since ),( EG  is a soft semi-open nbd of ),( EFx . So ),( EG  is a soft 
semi-open set such that ),( EGx . 
(2). If )(~),(),,( xbdnEHEG s , then there exist soft semi-open sets ),( EI  and ),( EJ  such that 
),(~),( EGEIx  and ),(~),( EHEJx  . Therefore ),(~),(~),(~),( EHEGEJEIx   
and hence )(~),(~),( xbdnEHEG s . 
(3). Since )(~),( xbdnEG s , therefore there exists a soft semi-open set ),( EI  such that 
),(~),( EGEIx  . Then ),(~),(~),( EHEGEIx   or ),(~),( EHEIx  . Hence 
)(~),( xbdnEH s . 
(4) Since )(~),( xbdnEG s , then ),(~),( EGEHx  , for ),( EH  soft semi-open in ),( EF . 
Since ),(~),( EHEHx   then )(~),( xbdnEH s . If ),( EHy , then by (3) 
),(~),( EGEH   implies )(~),( xbdnEG s , for each ),( EHy . 
(5). (i) Suppose ),( EG  is a soft semi-open in ),( EF , then ),(~),( EGEGx   implies ),( EG  is 
a soft semi-open nbd of each ),( EGx . 
(ii) If each ),( EGx  has a soft semi-open nbd ),(~),( EGEH x  , then 
),(~),(~)},(:{=),(
),(
EGEHEGxxEG xEGx    or xEGx EHEG ),(=),( ),( . This 
gives ),( EG  is soft semi-open in ),( EF . 
Definition 3.23. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X . A soft semi-nbd base at ),( EFx  
is a subcollection )(~ xnbds s  of soft semi-nbd )(~ xbdn s  having the property that each 
)(~),( xbdnEG s  contains some )(~),( xnbdsEH s . That is, )(~ xbdn s  must be determined by 
)(~ xnbds s  as follows: 
),(~),(:),(~),{(=)(~ EGEHEFEGxbdn s  , for some )}.(~),( xnbdsEH s  
Each )(~),( xnbdsEH s  is called a basic soft semi-open neighborhood of x . 
 
For the soft basic semi-nbd system, the following properties directly follows by the corresponding properties 
of Proposition 3.22.:  
Proposition 3.24. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X  and for each ),( EFx , let 
)(~ xnbds s  be a soft semi-nbd base at x . Then 
(1) If )(~),( xnbdsEH s , then ),( EHx . 
(2) If )(~),(),,( 21 xnbdsEFEF
s , then there is some )(~),( 3 xnbdsEF
s  such that 
),(~),(~),( 213 EFEFEF  . 
(3) If )(~),( xnbdsEH s , then there is some )(~),( 0 xnbdsEF
s  such that if ),( 0 EFz , then 
there is some )(~),( znbdsEI s  with ),(~),( EHEI  . 
(4) ),(~),( EFEG   is soft semi-open if and only if ),( EG  contains a soft semi-basic nbd of each of its 
points. 
Conclusion: Soft set theory is very important during the study towards possible applications in classical and 
non classical logic. In recent years many researchers worked on the findings of structures of soft sets theory 
initiated by Molodtsov and applied to many problems having uncertainties. It is worth mentioning that soft 
topological spaces based on soft set theory which is a collection of information granules is the mathematical 
formulation of approximate reasoning about information systems. In the present work, we continued to 
investigate the properties of soft semi-open sets and soft semi-closed sets in soft topological spaces. We 
defined soft semi-exterior , soft semi-boundary, soft semi-open neighborhood and soft semi-open 
neighborhood systems in soft topological spaces. Moreover we discussed the characterizations of soft 
semi-closed and soft semi-open sets via soft semi-interior, soft semi-exterior, soft semi-closure and soft 
semi-boundary and have established several interesting properties. We hope that the findings in this paper 
will help the researchers to enhance and promote the further study on soft topology to carry out general 
framework for the applications in practical life. 
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